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Revealing Spider Silk’s 3D
Nanostructure Through Low
Temperature Plasma Etching and
Advanced Low-Voltage SEM
Nicola Stehling, Kerry J. Abrams, Chris Holland and Cornelia Rodenburg*

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom

The excellent mechanical properties of spider dragline silk are closely linked to its

multiscale hierarchical structuring which develops as it is spun. If this is to be understood

andmimicked, multiscale models must emerge which effectively bridge the length scales.

This study aims to contribute to this goal by exposing structures within Nephila dragline

silk using low-temperature plasma etching and advanced Low Voltage Scanning Electron

Microscopy (LV-SEM). It is shown that Secondary Electron Hyperspectral Imaging (SEHI)

is sensitive to compositional differences on both the micro and nano scale. On larger

scales it can distinguish the lipids outermost layer from the protein core, while at smaller

scales SEHI is effective in better resolving nanostructures present in the matrix. Key

results suggest that the silks spun at lower reeling speeds tend to have a greater

proportion of smaller nanostructures in closer proximity to one-another in the fiber, which

we associate with the fiber’s higher toughness but lower stiffness. The bimodal size

distribution of ordered domains, their radial distribution, nanoscale spacings, and crucially

their interactions may be key in bridging the length scale gaps which remain in current

spider silk structure-property models. Ultimately this will allow successful biomimetic

implementation of new models.

Keywords: spider silk, biopolymer, protein, hierarchical structure, multiscale material, natural materials, low

voltage scanning electron microscopy

INTRODUCTION

Spider silk is of great interest to a range of scientific communities due to its high-performance
and unique mechanical properties (Vollrath and Porter, 2009; Walker et al., 2015; Koeppel and
Holland, 2017; Holland et al., 2018b). These properties are attributed to a hierarchical arrangement
of ordered and disordered protein structures within a single fiber (Vollrath and Porter, 2009;
Vollrath et al., 2011; Porter et al., 2013). This nanostructure has been extensively explored by bulk
and space-averaging techniques such as calorimetry (Cebe et al., 2013; Vollrath et al., 2014; Holland
et al., 2018a), spectroscopy (Dicko et al., 2007; Boulet-Audet et al., 2015) small angle scattering
X-ray and neutron diffraction (Termonia, 1994; Riekel et al., 2000; Greving et al., 2010; Wagner
et al., 2017) and solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Willis et al., 1972; Hijirida et al.,
1996; Kümmerlen et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2000; Holland et al., 2008; McGill et al., 2018), which
together have provided the fuel for a range of modeling approaches (Giesa et al., 2011; Cranford,
2013; Ebrahimi et al., 2015; Rim et al., 2017). In comparison, spatially resolved techniques are yet
to be fully explored, but have already hinted at a diverse set of rich nano- and microscale features
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such as micelles (Lin et al., 2017; Oktaviani et al., 2018; Parent
et al., 2018), nanofibrils (Wang and Schniepp, 2018), elongated
cavities (Frische et al., 2002), and an overall radial variation
of composition and structure (Li et al., 1994; Knight et al.,
2000; Frische et al., 2002; Sponner et al., 2007; Brown et al.,
2011). Therefore, in order to uncover the secret of spider silk’s
mechanical response, the precise spatial distribution of structural
elements inside the fiber needs to be better understood.

Investigations of the radial distribution of structures within
spider dragline silk show that the composition of the shell,
comprising of the lipid, and glycoprotein coating and protein
skin, is substantially different compared to that of the
core. In a typical dragline fiber of 5µm diameter, the
coating is approximately 100 nm in thickness and can be
further differentiated into a waxy lipids and a glycoprotein
layer, which together are attributed with the control of
moisture content, antimicrobial properties, and pheromonal
communication (Augsten et al., 2000; Sponner et al., 2005, 2007).
Although it is chemically diverse, the contribution of the coating
to the fiber’s overall tensile behavior has been proposed to be
very small (Yazawa et al., 2018). The underlying skin is of similar
thickness to the coating and has been found to compose mostly
of minor ampullate spidroin protein (MiSp) which is the main
component of minor ampullate fibers (Sponner et al., 2007).

Remarkably, there is a further differentiation of structure
within the radial profile of the spider silk’s core: below the thin
(∼100 nm) proteinous skin lies the β-sheet rich outer-core and
finally the proline-rich and more structurally disordered inner
core (Li et al., 1994; Knight et al., 2000; Vollrath andKnight, 2001;
Sponner et al., 2007). The greatest contribution to the mechanical
properties of the fiber arise from these core layers as they make
up the bulk of the fiber’s volume. The core contains the ordered
β-sheet structures but also the disordered amorphous phases.
The β-sheet structures have been of intense interest to structural
analysis (McGill et al., 2018) and mechanical modeling (Keten
et al., 2010; Giesa et al., 2011) whereas the disordered amorphous
components have attracted less scientific attention, in part due to
the difficulty of structurally characterizing them.

Currently, mechanical models do not consider this radial
structure present in themost extensively studiedNephila dragline
silk, which is at odds with the widespread agreement that multi-
scale organization is integral to the fiber’s characteristic tensile
response (Nova et al., 2010; Giesa et al., 2011; Skelton andNagase,
2012; López Barreiro et al., 2018; Yarger et al., 2018). A better
dataset concerning the 3D mechanical properties and spatial
distribution of different structural units within the silk will allow
for better multi-scale mechanical models and will be important in
successfully designing spider-silk mimicking fibers and polymers
with tailored properties (Koeppel and Holland, 2017).

In this study a controlled variation of reeling speed is utilized
to produce silk of varying mechanical and structural properties.
To elucidate the differences in structure, the fibers are analyzed
unstained and uncoated in the secondary electron microscope
(SEM) by Secondary Electron Hyperspectral Imaging (Wan et al.,
2017) and structures are revealed by low temperature plasma
etching. The ultimate goal is to spatially characterize the 3D
distribution of nanostructure radially and longitudinally and

presenting results which will aid in the parameterization ofmulti-
scale mechanical models.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection of Single Fiber Dragline Silk
All spider silk samples used in the Secondary Electron
Hyperspectral Imaging (SEHI) and the mechanical testing stem
from one continuous thread of a single mature Nephila inaurata
female. The spider was kept in a lab environment and was fed
crickets and waxworms ad libidum. To obtain single fiber major
ampullate dragline silk, the spider was anesthetized using carbon
dioxide and subsequently immobilized on a polystyrene block
with its underside facing upward. The spider was left to regain
consciousness for 30min to eliminate any effect of the carbon
dioxide on the spinning process (Riekel et al., 2004). Under an
optical stereo microscope (Leica MZ6), a single major ampullate
dragline thread was separated from other silks and taken up
onto the reeling device. The reeling device was designed in-
house to allow simultaneous control over rotational and lateral
translational speeds of the reel, allowing the collection of single
fibers with approximately 1 cm lateral spacing at well-defined
speeds of 5, 20, and 40mm s−1 and facilitating further sample
preparation.

Mechanical Testing
While ensuring that the tension of the fibers was maintained,
the N. inaurata fibers were applied to stiff paper frames as
is common protocol for tensile testing spider silk (Kitagawa
and Kitayama, 1997) and were glued above and below the
tensile testing window to ensure good adhesion and a gauge
length of 5mm. 18 tensile samples were prepared for each
reeling speed. After the glue was left to set for at least 24 h the
paper frames were loaded into a Zwick tensile tester equipped
with a 5N loading cell using crocodile clamps, and the frame
was cut using nail clippers to obtain the free-standing fiber.
Tensile tests of all samples were performed in a controlled
lab environment and within 6 h to minimize variability arising
from differences in temperature and humidity. The tests were
strain controlled at 10mm min−1 and were simultaneously
videoed. A sample video the tensile test is available to watch
in the Supplementary Information. Mechanical properties were
extracted from the tensile curves applying cross-sectional areas
derived from diameter measurements of each reeling speed
obtained by LV-SEM imaging.

SEM and Image Data Processing
All SEM imaging and measurements were performed on a FEI
Helios NanoLab SEM.

Imaging
Images were collected at a working distance of 4.1mm, and a
current of 13 pA. The scan preset was chosen to obtain minimum
spatiotemporal electron exposure: the dwell time was set to the
minimum 50 ns, a scan interlace of 8 was used and 32 scans were
integrated using drift correction to obtain the image. Accelerating
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voltages of 500 eV or 1 keV were used and are further specified in
the figure caption.

Spectral Acquisition
The FEI Helios NanoLab SEM is equipped with a through-
lens detector with a voltage controlled mirror electrode, which
deflects the SE signal into the detector. By scanning the voltage
on the mirror electrode over a range and generating an image
each, the energy range of collected SEs is controlled and spectra
and hyperspectral images are obtained through post-processing
of the spectral image series. The energy calibration of this process
is performed through stage bias experiments, as described
elsewhere (Kazemian et al., 2007). For a detailed discussion of the
method please refer to (Stehling et al., 2018). When considering
the SE signal originating from a cylindrical object such as spider
silk, the effect of the SE emission angle must be considered. In
all spectra and hyperspectral images presented this effect has
been corrected for by taking two spectra, the second of which
was taken with a stage rotation of 180◦ relative to the initial
spectrum. For each energy the spectral images were averaged
to cancel out angular effects and detector shadowing in post-
processing to yield geometrically corrected results. The success
of this correction was confirmed by the comparison of the non-
corrected to the corrected hyperspectral images of a Si calibration
standard sample of known geometry.

Image Processing
Image processing was performed using Fiji software (Schindelin
et al., 2012). All images presented have been optimized for their
brightness and contrast using histogram normalization.

The Voronoi tessellation was performed by assigning the
8-bit greyscale values 255–141 to the nanostructure in the
hyperspectral images of the given energy range. The resulting
binary image was subsequently skeletonized to represent the
bright nanostructure as a one-pixel line using Zang and Suen’s
algorithm (Zhang and Suen, 1984) and this was used as input
for the Voronoi tessellation. A color look-up-table was applied
to better illustrate the distances between particles along the
tessellation lines and is displayed adjacent to the tessellation
maps.

Low Temperature Plasma Treatment
Plasma treatment was performed in a Diener Electronic Zepto
plasma cleaner at 40 kHz, 100W, and 0.3 mbar air for the
specified total times. Samples were exposed to the plasma for
no longer than 3min at a time to exclude the effects of sample
heating which have been shown to lead to surface modification
of a different kind (Yip et al., 2002). For treatment times of more
than 3min, the sample was treated for 3min, then left to cool for
5min before a subsequent treatment was performed to make up
the total treatment time.

RESULTS

To gain a complete understanding of the structural mechanical
make-up of spider dragline silk, the radial as well as the
longitudinal structures present within silk need to be considered.

Generally, analysis techniques used for the characterization of
structures on different scales are either space-averaging, such
as nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD), or surface sensitive, such as atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and electron microscopy (EM). This poses a
practical challenge if 3D information with high spatial resolution
in all dimensions is sought. If differences in nanostructure
alignment and distribution, such as those proposed in literature
are to be spatially resolved, the internal structure’s 3D distribution
must be revealed.

Plasmas are reactive environments in the gas phase and
thus modify surfaces in response to the underlying structural
composition (Yip et al., 2006). The use of a low temperature
plasma for defined periods of time has previously been shown
to lead to selective etching of fiber surfaces, with the treated
surface morphology being a result of the fiber’s crystallinity and
its strain history (Wakida and Tokino, 1996; Yip et al., 2002,?,
2006; Stehling et al., 2018). In our experiments, plasma treatment
was used to firstly etch away layers of the fiber radially to obtain
images showing structure in the fiber axis at a given depth, and
secondly to expose any nanostructure which may be influenced
by the reeling speed and multi-scale organization of the fiber.
Diameter measurements performed in the SEM after plasma
treatment confirm that this process etches more material with
increased treatment time at a rate of approximately 100 nm
min−1 (Figure 1). Thus, this process opens a pathway to exposing
selected radial layers through etching, giving insights into the
core of the fiber and the nanostructure within.

After 10min of plasma treatment, a fiber with an original
diameter of 5.02µm was etched by 0.98µm (0.49µm either
side) to its outer-core, where β-sheet crystals are thought to
characterize the nanostructure and the mechanical response
(Knight et al., 2000; Sponner et al., 2007). The nanostructures
evident in Figure 1 inset are most likely a result of the presence
of β-sheet rich and ordered nano-domains which etch at a
slower rate compared to the disordered amorphous phases. Their
appearance is consistent with structures observed in dragline
silk by SEM after the shell has been washed away by phosphate
buffered saline (Augsten et al., 2000) and are similar to those
observed in silkworm silk (Wan et al., 2017).

In order to confirm the effects of the etching process and
describe the features revealed, a range of reeling speeds was used
to generate different order/disorder ratios (Liu et al., 2005). For
each reeling speed, the fibers were treated for 4 and 10min and
the comparison of the resulting nanostructures with reeling speed
and plasma treatment are presented in Figure 2.

To the naked eye, there is no evident trend in the change
in nanostructure with reeling speed. However, there are clear
differences across all samples in response to plasma treatment
time. Based on predictions from Figure 1, the images shown in
Figure 2 for both plasma etching times result in the lipid and
glycoprotein coating being etched away to expose the outer core
of the fiber—at 4min the outer core just beneath the skin is
exposed, while the 10min etch predictably exposes the outer core
close to the inner core.

The observed differences in nanostructure size may be
explained by irregularities in the boundary between the skin
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FIGURE 1 | (A)Reduction of diameter with increasing plasma treatment time. Different layers relative to the overall diameter are indicated according to Sponner et al.

(2007). Insets: Regular secondary electron images of Nephila inaurata dragline silk before and after 10min plasma treatment, imaged at 500 eV. Scalebars measure

3µm (B) Schematic of radial structure of spider silk, scalebar shows 500 nm. Adapted (labels omitted, rotated, and color coded) from Sponner et al. (2007) under a

CC BY 2.0 license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/), ©2007 Sponner et al.

FIGURE 2 | Nanostructures revealed by plasma etching for 4min (blue) and 10min (purple) for the different reeling speeds obtained by regular SE imaging at 1 keV.

Scalebars measure 2µm.

and the outer-core which have previously been observed in
AFM and immunostaining studies (Li et al., 1994; Sponner
et al., 2005), leading to the 4min treated surface being more
skin-like in composition, whereas the 10min treated surface is
characteristic of the proline devoid and β-sheet crystal rich outer
core. The reduced etching rate of the β-sheet crystals may also
play a role in the increased size of nanostructure features after
10min treatment, if after etching through the outer-core more β-
sheet-rich ordered domains remain and protrude topographically
in the image to appear brighter due to the SEM’s edge effect
prevalent in regular SE imaging.

The predominance of topographical contrast in regular SE
images, specifically the edge effect, can pose a problem to image
analysis as it exaggerates the size of the nanostructures and
could obscure any contrast arising from material differences
between the ordered nanostructures and the surrounding

disordered matrix. Thus, the influence of topography is
a significant impairment in any attempt to quantifiably
characterize differences between the visible structures when using
standard Low Voltage SEM.

To better separate the compositional information from the
topographical information present in the untreated and plasma
treated fiber surfaces we used Secondary Electron Spectroscopy
in conjunction with Secondary Electron Hyperspectral Imaging
(SEHI) in the SEM under the same conditions. SEHI makes
use of the fact that the secondary electron signal from which
SEM images are commonly generated incorporates energy
information as well as spatial information. It has previously
been shown that depending on the SE energy window selected,
topography can be excluded and energy ranges can be assigned
to different compositions or phases with sensitivity to elemental
composition, hybridization state, degree of order and crystallinity
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(Masters et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2017; Wan et al., 2017; Dapor
et al., 2018; Stehling et al., 2018).

SEHI was performed on the silk surface to compare the
secondary electron energy signatures of the skin of the as-spun
fiber with those of plasma etched fiber. The resulting secondary
electron signal arises from the surface of the sample, which in
the case of the as-spun fiber is the lipid layer, and in the case
of the 10 min plasma treated fiber is the outer-core. Indeed, the
difference between the spectrum of the as-spun (Figure 3A, blue
line) and the etched fiber (Figure 3D) is the increased spectral
emission intensity of the as-spun surface at lower secondary
electron energies of 0–3 eV, so that this energy window may be
assigned to the very outer lipid and glycoprotein layer, in the
following referred to as the coating. Thus, the 0–3 eV energy
window may be characterized as “coating-like.”

This hypothesis is further validated by the fact that the
“coating-like” energy-window 0–3 eV, indicated by the dashed
orange line, has increased intensity toward the edges of the as-
spun fiber, where a higher fraction of the escaping secondary
electrons have escaped from the electron-thin coating rather than
the layers closer to the core (Figure 3A red line). Conversely, the
higher energy range of 3–5 eV which exhibits higher intensity in
the treated fiber can be characterized as the “core-like” window,
as marked by the green dashed lines.

While SE information is generally considered to be from
the very top surface, information depths of secondary electrons
can range up to 100 nm in insulators (Seiler, 1983; Hessel
and Gross, 1992). According to Sponner et al. the very outer
coating containing lipid and glycoprotein layers around Nephila
dragline silk only measure approximately 10–20 and 60 nm,
respectively (Sponner et al., 2007), resulting in a contribution of
the lower proteinous skin layer to the SE signal and spectrum
in the untreated fiber—that is, the SE signal arising from
the underlying protein layer shines through the coating and
is collected by the detector. Note that the fibers investigated
in this work are neither sputter coated nor stained, as is
common practice for other electron imaging techniques (Yarger
et al., 2018). Thus, the difference between the “coating-like”
and “core-like” energy windows can be observed and is likely
to arise from the different compositional make-ups of the
layers, with the “coating-like” spectrum reflecting its lipid
composition and the “core-like” region responding to proteinous
layers.

This correlation between layer composition and emission
energy can be exploited using SEHI to obtain spatially resolved
compositional information in the form of hyperspectral images,
which map the emission intensity of a certain energy range with
increased brightness of a pixel translating to increased emission

FIGURE 3 | (A) Spectra of untreated Nephila inaurata dragline silk highlighting differences between the coating-like spectrum arising from the edge (red lines) and the

core-like spectrum arising form the middle (blue lines). (B) Hyperspectral image of the untreated fiber representing the energy range of 0–3 eV highlighting the

coating-like emissions and (C) 3–5 eV energy range hyperspectral image highlighting the core-like emissions. (D) Spectrum of Nephila inaurata dragline silk after the

removal of the coating and skin via a 10min plasma etch. (E) and (F) as (B) and (C) for the 10min treated sample. The hyperspectral energy ranges of 0–3 and 3–5 eV

are represented by orange and green dashed lines in the spectra of (A,D), respectively. All spectral images acquired with 500 eV primary beam energy. Scalebars

measure 3µm.
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TABLE 1 | Summary of energy ranges used to isolate compositions on different

scales.

Energy range/eV Dominant SE signal response

0–3 Coating

1.5–4 Ordered nanostructure in core

3–5 Core with contribution from nanostructure

4–6 Disordered matrix in core

intensity (Wan et al., 2017). Note that these hyperspectral images
are geometrically corrected to eliminate any potential image
artifacts arising from angular dependencies of SE emission (for
details please refer to the materials and methods section). As
expected, the edges of the untreated fiber appear bright in the
“coating-like” hyperspectral image (Figure 3B) and dark in the
“core-like” hyperspectral image (Figure 3C), illustrating how the
fraction of SEs emerging from the electron-thin coating gradually
increases toward the fiber edge due to the cylindrical profile of
the fiber. For the treated fiber, where the skin has been etched
away, the “coating-like” hyperspectral image does exhibit bright
edges, although this is readily explained by the fact that this
energy range also responds to the nanostructures revealed by
the plasma etching both at the edges and in the middle of the
fiber, as seen clearly in the hyperspectral image (Figure 3E). The
“core-like” hyperspectral image shows a uniform distribution
of the gray levels across the fiber and especially at the edges
in the treated fiber, illustrating how all SEs originate from the
core layer (Figure 3F), whereas the “core-like” energy window
in the untreated fiber shows a gradual reduction in gray levels
as the number of SEs originating from the proteinous skin
and core diminishes toward the edges (Figure 3C). Note how
this energy window is not only insensitive to the difference
in composition between the nanostructure and the matrix
(Figure 3F), but also represses the topography arising from the
different etching rates of the β-sheet crystals and amorphous
regions.

Analogously to the way the coating and the core energy
signatures have been compared in Figure 3, the energy signature
of the nanostructures present in the plasma treated fiber can be
compared to that of the matrix by spatially separating the two
phases using thresholding of the greyscale values (Figure 4). It is
clear from the spectra that the nanostructure and the matrix are
best distinguished in the energy ranges from 1.5 to 4 eV, where the
nanostructure dominates, and from 4 to 6 eV, where the matrix
dominates.

The energy ranges isolated for the different components
are summarized in Table 1. These energy range assignments
overlap and are not absolute, so that a quantification in this
way using spectral intensities would be problematic. However,
the assignment of energy ranges in this fashion allows the
determination of optimal energy windows in which the contrast
between two components will be amplified compared to a regular
SE image.

Thus, the energy windows selected using the spectra in
Figure 4 were used to generate hyperspectral images to isolate
the nanostructure, by adding the 1.5–4 eV hyperspectral image

FIGURE 4 | Secondary electron spectral differences between the ordered

nanostructure and the disordered matrix present after 10min plasma

treatment for reeling speeds of (A) 5 (B) 20, and (C) 40mm s−1. Spectra

acquired at 500 eV primary beam energy.

to the inverse of the 4–6 eV hyperspectral image, as shown in
Figure 5. The detailed images d-f illustrate how an isolation
based on energy can yield a hyperspectral image with pinpointed
information: The nanostructure appears less diffuse in the
hyperspectral image compared to the regular SE images and
resolves multiple smaller features which appear as one larger
feature in the regular SE image (Figure 5e blue arrow).
Importantly, besides increasing the apparent resolution of the
energy-selected nanostructures, the selected energy range also
reveals smaller scale structures present within the matrix, such
as structures linking the larger particles highlighted in the yellow
circle (Figure 5d) and sub 10 nm structures present in between
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FIGURE 5 | Comparison of regular SE (top with black border) and contrast-optimized hyperspectral images (bottom with green border) of 10min plasma etched

spider dragline silk reeled at 5, 20 and 40mm s−1. (a–c) View across fiber, scalebars measure 3µm (d–f) Detailed representation showing higher resolution and

increased detail in the hyperspectral images, scalebars measure 500 nm. All images acquired at 500 eV primary beam energy.

the larger nanostructures highlighted by the green arrow in
Figure 5f.

Currently these structures are barely resolved in the
presented images and difficult to separate from noise. However,
their presence in the nanostructure optimized image and
absence in the corresponding regular SE image suggests their
compositionmay lie in between themore ordered and disordered
components. Higher resolution hyperspectral images of targeted
energies may give a clearer picture of the nature of these
structures.

The differences in nanostructure with varying reeling
speed are not readily seen with the naked eye in the
hyperspectral images in Figure 5. To characterize and quantify
the nanostructure, different image analysis tools were applied to
the hyperspectral images in Figure 5, with the results presented in
Figure 6. Firstly, the bright nanostructures were isolated from the
darker matrix using thresholding. The resulting binary images
presented in Figure 6A were analyzed for the area fraction of the
nanostructure and for its size distribution. The area fraction of
the particles in the total sampled area decreased from 35 to 31 to
29% for the reeling speeds of 5, 20, and 40mm s−1, respectively.
Interestingly, plotting the area distributions of the nanostructure
as a histogram shows indications of a bi-modal distribution
of nanostructure sizes consistent with literature (Trancik et al.,
2006) (see Figure S1). However, there are limits to the area data
recorded; Firstly, objects smaller than 6.5 nm cannot be resolved
with the given image resolution, and secondly the total area
is subject to error introduced by differences in brightness and
contrast between images.

To eliminate the sensitivity to differences in brightness and
contrast of the source images, a Voronoi tessellation was chosen
as a processing tool because it considers only the center of
the particle (in this case the nanostructure) and not its entire

area (Voronoi, 1908). Furthermore, it not only considers the
properties of the structures, but also characterizes their location
relative to one another. In a Voronoi tessellation as shown in
Figure 6B, the tessellation lines run along where one particle
center is equidistant to its nearest neighbor. The color value
simultaneously encodes the magnitude of the distance of the
Voronoi tessellation boundary to the center of either particle. The
increased occurrence of higher distance values with increased
reeling speed is evident from the Voronoi diagrams (Figure 6B)
and the frequency histogram of the Voronoi tessellation was
(Figure S1). This result is consistent with the indication of a
bimodal size distribution of the area distribution, that is, the
smaller reeling speeds have an increased number of particles
smaller than 20 nm, which in turn results in the higher number
of smaller particle distances seen in the Voronoi diagrams.
Conversely, at higher reeling speeds the nanostructures are
further apart from one another.

It seems then that it is not only the size and size distribution
of nanostructures that matters, but also their distances from one-
another within the matrix. This would imply that the interaction
between the nanostructures and the matrix play an important
role in the tensile properties of the outer core. To get a better
understanding of the absolute numbers associated with particle
distances (i.e., considering the size of the particles as well), the
distance map of the binary images presented in Figure 6A were
generated and analyzed (Figure 6C). The population of distances
shows the same trend as the Voronoi tessellation distributions:
at higher reeling speeds the smaller distances become less
frequent while the larger distances become more frequent. This
confirms that the trend is not only influenced by the size of
a nanostructure, but also by the distribution of the matrix in
between the particles. The result is a larger fraction of the matrix
further away from any nanostructures at higher reeling speeds,
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FIGURE 6 | (A–C) Particle analysis of nanostructure in 10min plasma treated spider dragline silk performed on hyperspectral images shown in Figure 5. The images

show a sample of a total sample area of 4 µm2. (D) Frequency of larger (33–52 nm) and smaller (6.5–20 nm) nanostructure Voronoi distances with reeling speed (E)

Modulus and toughness with reeling speed of the same spider silk thread.

resulting in less scope for matrix-nanostructure interactions and
more prominent matrix-matrix interactions. The critical distance
between nanostructures where the trend reverses is 20 nm, which
may indicate that a bi-modal size distribution and thus a multi-
scale organization is present not only within the crystalline
nanostructure but also in the disordered domains.

Voronoi tessellation distances of 6.5–20 and 33–52 nm have
been grouped to plot this trend in Figure 6D. The tensile
results of the same silk thread (Figure 6E) are shown next to
the results of the nanostructure analysis in an attempt to link
nanoscale structure to macroscale properties. Assuming that the
distribution of the ordered nanostructure within the fiber directly
affects mechanical properties of the material, the data suggest
that shorter distances between the ordered β-sheet crystals beget
toughness, while larger distances contribute to a higher modulus.
Potential explanations for this relationship are proposed in the
Discussion section.

DISCUSSION

The size and orientation of the ordered domains and especially
the β-sheet crystals within spider silk have been subject to
intense experimental interest with regards to their contribution
to the desirable tensile properties of spider silk (Yang et al.,
1997; Riekel and Vollrath, 2001; Sampath et al., 2012; McGill
et al., 2018). Thus, modeling studies have focused on their
tensile behavior in isolation from the matrix on length scales

of atomistic to nanoscale models (Thiel et al., 1997; Keten
et al., 2010; Giesa et al., 2011). The idea that the crystallinity
alone is responsible for the dragline fiber’s renowned mechanical
response is in direct conflict with the fact that both minor
ampullate spider silk of the same species and Bombyx mori silk
have a substantially larger crystalline fraction and less desirable
tensile properties (Riekel and Vollrath, 2001; Sampath et al.,
2012). The results in this study suggest that the matrix and
specifically the matrix-nanostructure interactions are key in the
tensile response of the fibers. Although there are promising
developments in elucidating the secondary structure and general
organization of the amorphous phase (McGill et al., 2018), its
inherent lack of order has posed a challenge to the structural
analysis community as it cannot be readily described using most
methods applied to the crystalline fractions of the fiber. This
gives us a possible explanation why there is an underappreciation
for its role in spider silk’s mechanical response. Although this
hypothesis requires further validation, our results suggest that

the modulus is governed though the matrix-matrix interactions,

whereas matrix-nanocrystal interactions supply a toughening

mechanism especially at lower reeling speeds. Through their
X-ray and NMR work, Grubb and Jelinski have come to a

similar conclusion; that is that spider silk is best described on
the macroscale as a filled elastomer, with the β-sheets acting
as fillers to enhance the mechanical properties of the rubber-
like amorphous and ordered amorphous matrix (Simmons et al.,
1996; Grubb and Jelinski, 1997).
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To link the parameters given by atomistic models to a
larger scale, spider silk fiber has been modeled as a bundle of
nanofibrils with diameters of 20–150 nm (Giesa et al., 2011).
Initially thought to be cylindrical and spatially confined like
those observed in Bombyx mori silk, more recent AFM and TEM
studies have shown more diffuse structures which are oriented
in the fiber direction, with some models considering spider
silk thread as a bundle of fibrils (Giesa et al., 2011; Xu et al.,
2014) or globules (Cranford, 2013). A directional anisotropy of
structures on such length scales were not evident in this work,
with the orientation of the exposed nanostructure in the outer-
core being broadly isotropic. The size of the revealed structures is
however consistent with accounts of a bi-modal size distribution
of the higher-order fractions (Trancik et al., 2006). In our
current work we see indications of the smaller size population,
especially using hyperspectral imaging, although it is still below
the resolution limit. Our dominant observed nanostructure is
consistent with the larger population of ordered structures of
20–150 nm extension transverse to the fiber direction. The use
of SEHI in combination with low temperature plasma etching
provides access to a larger number of particles compared to data
published in previous AFM (Miller et al., 1999; Du et al., 2006;
Schäfer et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2011; Wang and Schniepp,
2018) and TEM (Thiel et al., 1997; Trancik et al., 2006) studies.
This is essential to build a quantitative picture of nano- and
microstructure distribution, especially considering that spider
silk modeling approaches have yet to incorporate our knowledge
of these multi-scale structures (Yarger et al., 2018). The various
approaches taken to date in the mechanistic modeling of spider
silk have been summed up in a recent review (López Barreiro
et al., 2018). Various modeling approaches have had some
success in reproducing spider silk’s mechanical behavior but the
incorporation of multiscale structures and their interactions into
mechanistic models is yet to be realized in part due to the
practical difficulty of liking atomistic approaches to micron scale
models.

A complete 3D model of spider silk with its multi-scale
organization is additionally hampered by the difficulties of
revealing its internal make-up. The largest single fiber silk from a
large spider only measures around 5µm in diameter to start with,
and provenly exhibits structures down to 2 nm in size (Trancik
et al., 2006). Furthermore, the structures under investigation
are sensitive to strain, thermal and chemical treatment and
can undergo undesired and unknown structural modification
through sample preparation. Thus, it cannot simply be cut
or sectioned without potentially manipulating the structures
of interest. Previously reported sample preparation procedures
employ epoxy embedding, which cures exothermically and may
result in thermal modification of fibers, and wax embedding
involving solvent dehydration, embedding in molten wax, and
rehydration steps. While the results contributed from these
studies supply important pieces to the puzzle, such as the
observation of a differential inmechanical properties between the
inner and the outer core (Brown et al., 2011), it must be kept
in mind that the fiber may have been substantially chemically
transformed.

In this work we have used low-temperature plasma etching
as a non-thermal, surface-acting technique. Previous work

considering the surface modifications of polyamide(6,6) fibers in
low temperature plasma establish that the surface morphology
after plasma treatment is a result of the sample’s crystallinity
content and strain history (Yip et al., 2006), which makes
this approach especially suitable for the analysis of spider silk
force reeled at different speeds. While the methodology requires
further optimization, we were able to identify differences in the
resulting morphology with reeling speed exposed in the outer-
core of the fiber. We show that comparably, plasma treatment
may be a mild preparation method to uncover certain layers
within the radial structure of spider silk.

Compared to conventional spatially resolved techniques such
as conventional SEM, TEM and AFM our secondary electron
hyperspectral imaging (SEHI) has key advantages when imaging
spider silk and associated nanostructures. The Low-Voltage SEM
imaging requires no sample preparation besides the plasma
treatment, and thus eliminates potentially damaging or obscuring
processes such as coating or staining. Our comparison of
SE spectra and hyperspectral images illustrates how powerful
this method is in distinguishing natural organic materials and
compositions, such as lipids and proteins, while simultaneously
enabling the suppression of topographical information of SEs.
Secondly, through the systematic selection of energy ranges,
we have increased the compositional contrast between the
nanostructures and thematrix, revealing structures which are not
visible in a conventional SE image. In future studies this approach
will be further developed to resolve the sub 10 nm features
prevalent in the matrix in between the larger nanostructures,
especially in the lower reeling speeds.

We present low temperature plasma etching as a novel tool
to uncover layers along the radial profile of Nephila spider silk.
The use of Secondary ElectronHyperspectral Imaging (SEHI) has
allowed high resolution mapping of the different compositions of
the components contributing to themulti-scale design of dragline
silk, with distinct energy signatures arising from the skin and
core on the microscale, and the nanostructures and matrix on
the nanoscale. The use of these energy ranges in hyperspectral
images has revealed smaller scale structures than those evident in
regular SE images. While there were no significant differences in
nanostructure area fraction and orientation with reeling speed,
the spatial situation of the >20 nm nanostructures is shown to
change, with larger distances between nanostructures prevalent
at higher reeling speeds.

The combination of plasma etching, LV-SEM, and SEHI
provides a top-down approach for the structural analysis of
spider silk which bridges multiple length scales and supplies
compositional and spatial information simultaneously. Further
work will involve varying etching times and thus exposing fiber
layers systematically to obtain an extensive dataset illustrating the
radial evolution of nanostructures within the fiber. Specifically,
such a dataset will serve to bridge the length scale gaps between
the current molecular and larger scale models and will help
to map out the yet poorly defined disordered domains and
the situation of the ordered domains within. A multiscale
mechanical model capable of incorporating this information
and reproducing silk’s complex tensile behavior will be a large
step forward in engineering structure-property relationships for
bio-inspired man-made materials.
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